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South Africa, Isaiah 60 and the New World Order 
 
The Ukraine war is accelerating the world order collapse.  A new world order is 
emerging from the nations of the east and the south.  As a BRICS member South 
Africa will be the Isaiah 60 nation whose light shines in the darkness to light the path 
to a new world order. 
 
Nothing of what I am writing here in this blog is applicable to the American 
evangelical charismatic church.  I am addressing the prophetic destiny of Southern 
Africa.  That means that all the "end times" prophecies coming out of the American 
prophetic movement is applicable to their situation where they really face "end times" 
and I can understands their longing for the rapture to take them out of their Great 
Tribulation that is coming. 
 
My scriptural reference for the above?  Read the admonition that Jesus gives in 
Revelation 2 & 3 to the 7 churches of Asia.  Each church region different, each 
message different, each problem and issues different, each admonition and prophetic 
destiny different. 
 
It is vitally important that the church in Southern Africa hears from the Lord as to 
what is our prophetic destiny.  The American prophetic movement I am warning you 
is not the place where we are going to get a "thus saith the Lord" for South Africa. 
 
The American prophetic movement will tell the American church what they want to 
hear.  There is a One World Government coming headed up by the Antichrist out of 
Europe; Russia is Magog and Putin is Gog; God will supernaturally defend Ukraine 
against Russia with a great victory (Kim Clement prophecy 2014); and then the usual 
stuff that always gets the loudest Hallelujah's : Make America Great Again; Make 
Israel great through the greater Israel plan of borders from the Nile to the Euphrates 
(and help Israel achieve this by bombing any country that stands in the way.....with 
Iran next); and the best of all.....make us rich and prosperous again....and then before 
all the bad stuff comes like Antichrist and the Great Tribulation take us out of here 
with the rapture. 
 
Let me give you a different perspective of the world situation and then I want to fit 
Southern Africa's prophetic destiny and the Isaiah 60 prophecy within that new 
perspective. 
 
I have no problem believing that there has always been a dream and hope and plan by 
"deep state" actors to create a world hegemonic power to keep world peace and order 
the world system.  My difference is that I don't go looking for world conspiracies by 
Freemasons or Illuminati or Jews or whatever your favourite conspiracy theory is. 
 



My favourite conspirator?  The Lord God who rules heaven and earth.  Read it in your 
Bible.  God tells Israel I have appointed Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon as world head 
and all nations must serve them.  So Israel goes into captivity and God tells them pray 
for the peace of the city (Babylon) and build houses and families and prosper. 
 
The problem is when Nebuchadnezzar goes mad and Babylon goes corrupt and then 
the Lord says enough is enough it is time to break this whole thing up...time for new 
nations with new policies that suit my Kingdom purposes.  God did the same with 
Nimrod and Sumer. 
 
God gave the job of world hegemony to America after 1945.  It was called the Pax 
Americana.  From it came a stable world environment, a stable world trading 
currency, and unprecedented world prosperity and made possible the sending of 
missionaries all over the world with coming out of a great American church on fire 
for the Lord and for world missions. 
 
You can go back in world history when the Roman empire provided the same unified 
world peace that allowed for the spreading of the early church.  The same with the 
British empire from the 1700's to the 1900's. 
 
Here is the problem.  The job was done so well by America in terms of a prosperous 
economic system and a thriving church that by 1991 communism fell in the Soviet 
Union and 15 independent states emerged from that fall and China practically dropped 
"communism" and instead reverted to its ancient ideology of Confucianism and 
stopped exporting communism and revolution...and got busy building their nation. 
 
The result in Russia was the rebirth of the Orthodox church and decision by the Putin 
government that Russia is to be a Christian nation.  In China the underground home 
church movement exploded and is now the largest charismatic/Pentecostal church in 
the world. 
 
What should have happened next is obvious.  NATO as a military alliance should 
have been disbanded. 700 American military bases around the world disbanded.  The 
enormous American military establishment that was structured as an international 
fighting force capable of projecting power all over the world restructured to a 
"Defense Department" to defend the American homeland instead of a world Offence 
force.      
 
Instead since 2001 and the contrived 9/11 attack and the supposed "War on Terror" 
America has been on the warpath of destruction, millions killed, nations bombed into 
rubble, and whole peoples radicalized into a real war of terror. 
 
But that was not all.  America spent more than $8 trillion on useless wars, thousands 
of their own soldiers killed, exporting "nation building democracy" with nothing to 
show for it. 
 
Back home another sort of madness took hold of the American establishment.  
America exported thousands of factories and millions of jobs to China, the American 
middle class got wiped out, trillions of dollars created and spend on financial ponzi 
schemes in junk bonds, mortgages to anyone who could sign their name on a contract. 



The result? America is destroying their own international reserve currency used by the 
world and abusing that currency and that financial trust. 
 
This was not all.  There came a cultural madness of "wokeness" in which all sense of 
traditional morality was thrown out.  A direct assault on the traditional family and 
gender identity along with the old pagan rituals of sacrificing the lives of babies to 
Moloch.....and an evil rebellion to any form of Godliness that once characterized this 
great nation.  Europe followed all of this in their own nations. 
 
The Ukraine war was the last straw for most of the nations of the world.  The 
distinguished professor of international politics at Chicago University, Prof John 
Mersheimer  made a lecture at the University that has been downloaded 27 million 
times already showing without doubt America purposely planned a war with Russia 
using Ukraine as a proxy.  Europe and NATO were all in on the plan.  I won't go into 
the details here.  
 
Here is the important point to all of this: 
-  The rest of the world have not joined with America and Europe to sanction Russia.  
Everyone knows who started this war and everyone knows how this will end.  The 
destruction of Ukraine, the strengthening of Russia, the destruction of Europe and the 
Euro. 
- The rest of the world is now rejecting American cultural corruption, economic 
corruption, and military interventions 
 
The world nations are making preparations for a new world order.  The basis of the 
new world order will be: 
 
1) The rejection of America's uni-polar domination of the world system. 
2) The rejection and replacement of the American dollar and the European euro as the 
world reserve currency.  The replacement will be a new international trading reserve 
currency valued through a basket of various currencies as well as gold and other 
commodity pricings. 
3) Each nation in the new international order will agree to a multipolar world of 
sovereign nation states each with their own laws and cultures and their own internal 
currency and financial system. 
4) There will be a new international banking financial clearing system first parallel to 
the current SWIFT system controlled by America but already the replacement system 
set up by Russia and China is up and running and hundreds of banks and other nations 
are joining in.  When America confiscated $300 billion of Russia's foreign reserves 
that was the signal for all nations: Your money is neither safe in US dollars or US 
banks. 
 
The old structures of the G7 and G20 forums will pass away into irrelevance.  The 
new structures now operating and growing are: 
1) Chinas Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) backed by hundreds of billions in new 
infrastructure projects to create a new world trading foundation. 
2) The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) binding the nations of Asia and 
other parts into a trading and security network. 
3) The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) an initiative by Russia to form an alliance 
of European and Asian nations into a comparable trading and security network. 



 
4) And finally:  BRICS:  Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa 
 
This was started as again a formal trading and security alliance to draw the global 
south into the Eurasian trading and security formations.  The very interesting thing 
now developing is how many nations now want to apply to belong to BRICS. 
 
BRICS in 2021 already added Bangladesh, Egypt, the UAE and Uruguay to its New 
Development Bank (NDB). In May, at Foreign Ministry-level debates, Argentina, 
Egypt, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Senegal and Thailand 
were added to the 5 BRICS members. 
 
When I looked originally at the BRICS formation I asked myself who in the world 
wanted we South Africans in this powerful economic company of nations.  We really 
have an insignificant economy and dysfunctional social system...so what is our role 
supposed to be in all this? 
 
Which brings me to Isaiah 60 and the coming great move of God in the earth. 
 
The point of all these new international economic and political relationships now 
emerging is that the basic agreement is that each nation is sovereign, no interference 
in internal affairs, no interventions to do "nation change" or export "democracy" or 
your culture. 
 
Here in this new world order the Lord God has given us a prominent seat at the table 
of the new international order.  A perfect place to do Isaiah 60:1-5.... 
 
Isa 60:1  Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the LORD is 

risen upon thee.  
Isa 60:2  For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross 

darkness the people: but the LORD shall arise upon thee, and his glory 
shall be seen upon thee.  

Isa 60:3  And the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and kings to the 
brightness of thy rising.  

Isa 60:4  Lift up thine eyes round about, and see: all they gather 
themselves together, they come to thee: thy sons shall come from far, 
and thy daughters shall be nursed at thy side.  

Isa 60:5  Then thou shalt see, and flow together, and thine heart shall 
fear, and be enlarged; because the abundance of the sea shall be 
converted unto thee, the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee.  

 
The message of Isaiah 60 is this: 
There will come a time when God will look for a nation that is in darkness and He 
will shine His light on that nation in order for that nation to be a witness to the other 
nations of the earth. 
 
That is the time when Jesus said He will divide the nations into sheep and goat 
nations.  He is looking for a people who will be His sheep nation witness. 
 



South Africa is in a time of darkness, no doubt about it.  We are no example to 
anybody in the world.  Our economy is collapsing, our crime and corruption is 
rampant, our social fabric is breaking.  Can we be that witness nation to the world? 
 
Here is my prediction:  Our time is coming for the glory of the Lord to shine upon us! 
I believe in the "fire prophecies" of national revival like a fire spreading from Cape to 
Cairo.  The darkness over our nation will be lifted.  We will rise and shine when our 
light is come.  That light is the glory of the Lord which scripture says is prophesied to 
cover the earth. It will start somewhere.  Imagine if that light of God, the fire of God 
that spreads to all nations were to start in the least of the BRICS nations...the despised 
of the world, the pity of the world. 
 
Imagine something so wonderfully happening in Southern Africa that as Isaiah says 
"the gentiles shall come to your light and kings to the brightness of your rising"! For 
people and nations and rulers of nations to take notice of an amazing light that has 
suddenly come out of a nation....that nation must first be in darkness! 
 
Here is the admonition for today: 
 
Get out of the American prophetic movement ideas of the future.  They have no word 
from the Lord for South Africa because what God is going to do in the earth is the 
"something new" they love to preach about but have no idea what it is. 
 
Look to the Lord for a fresh vision of who we are, what our role is in this time of 
prophetic history and what our prophetic witness is to be to the nations.  What I do 
know about the Lord is that He loves to use the foolish things of the world to 
confound the wise. 
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